
www.bhdaus.com

At BHD we embrace the simplicity of Eastern ways and have strived to keep our product hand 
crafted and hand detailed without the use of heavy petrol based machinery. Where at all possible 

we use natural fibres that are handwoven and use vat dyes that do not make a hard impact on the 
environment. We would like to think that all our products would gently return to earth.

BANDHINI ONLINE 
RESOURCES

BHD Website
Our website is the best resource to see our products, prices and stock availability. 
Click through to read our magazines and see our latest swatchbooks. 
Log In to see our wholesale prices and shop online. 

BHD Tribes Magazine 2016
Our online magazine showcasing our latest collection. Styled shoots including our latest designs 
of cushions, artwork, quilts and throws. You can find our magazine on the front page of our 
website: www.bhdaus.com
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BHD Swatchbook
Our latest Swatchbook is the easiest way to see our whole collection and Pricelist. 

Contact Us
If you have any further enquiries, please contact us. 

info@bandhini.com.au
07 5533 8545
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BHD Commercial
Tai’s available for consultation on commercial projects, to organise your project, from concept to 
sourcing, create custom products to suit, including cushions and art. 

BANDHINI 
COMMERCIAL

Product Design

Custom Cushions
Custom Artwork

Concept
Sourcing
To Your Budget
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BHD Current & Custom Collections
At BHD we create soft furnishings and textiles for use in cushions, quilts, table linens and 
artwork. Our current collection consists of cushions, quilts, and artwork, however we are happy 
to work with you to create custom pieces for commercial projects. 

BHD Current Collections
EMBELLISHED TEXTILE ARTWORK
Embellished linen, framed under glass with black or white frame options. 

PRINTED TEXTILE ARTWORK
Block or screen printed by hand textiles with a floating shadow box frame. Available in white, 
black, oak or gold frame options. 
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BHD Current  Collections
BANDHINI QUILTS & BASICS
Bandhini Bedding and Basics, quilts, shams, bedsashes and euros. 

BANDHINI FEATURE CUSHIONS
Using a combination of textile techniques, we create feature cushions for sofas and beds. 
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BHD Custom Products
We will work with you to create custom products for commercial projects. From cushions to 
artwork to upholstery grade fabrics, table linen and more. 

TABLE LINENS

Placemats: Napkins:

Tablecloths and Runners
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BHD Custom Products
We will work with you to create custom products for commercial projects. From cushions to 
artwork to upholstery grade fabrics, table linen and more. 

LAMPS

UPHOLSTERY GRADE FABRICS
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How we make our fabrics

www.bhdaus.com

Hand loomed weaves are a Bandhini trademark. Hours of 
design make these signature pieces possible.

DECORATIVE 
EMBELLISHMENTS

HANDSTITCHED
EMBROIDERY

HANDMADE
NATURAL WEAVES

Our embroidered feature cushions are made using ancient 
methods and have small imperfections making them unique

Our embellished feature cushions are made using ancient 
methods and have small imperfections making them unique

Dreamtime

Dots Embroidery

Phulkari Weave

Kauri Shells

Arrow Stripe

Shoowa Weave

Coconut Button

Jagger Long

Diamond Weave

Embellishment Fabric Sample

Embroidered Fabric Sample

Woven Fabric Sample
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How we make our fabrics

SCREENPRINTING
BY HAND

BLOCKPRINTING
BY HAND

APPLIQUÉ
These bold patterns are sewn on our cushions 
with the highest care. Velvet, linen, raw cotton and 
denim used in different combinations. 

Mayan Sphere

Ruin Tower Print

Earth File Print

Linen Grid

Ruin Print

Twigs Print

Jagger Applique

Zig Dot Print

Totem Print

Applique Fabric Sample

Blockprint Fabric Sample

Screenprint Fabric Sample

Printed by hand using screens, designed to use either one or 
two colours. Used in both cushions and art. 

All printed cushions are hand blocked using traditional Indian 
wood blocks
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DESIGN SERVICES
STORY BOARDS

Are you working on a project with a 
tight deadline? We are happy to find 
design solutions for you and can 
suggest pillows, quilts, artwork and 
throws in your price range. Send your 
mood board or a picture of your room 
to design@bandhini.com.au and we 
will get back to you with a unique 
solution for your project. 

1421RKFD

1919BFD

1436VFD

www.bandhinidesign.com
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BHD Storyboards
Are you working on a project with a tight deadline? We are happy to find design solutions for 
you and can suggest pillows, quilts, artwork and throws in your price range. Send us your mood 
board or a picture of your room to design@bandhini.com.au and we will get back to you with a 
unique solution for your project. 
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How it works...


